ORDER FORM

ORDERS - Series Option
Yes, please begin my subscription. I understand if I decide, after the ten-day free trial period, to keep the first volume at the series price, future volumes will follow. There is no minimum to buy, and I may cancel at any time.
( ) I would like to review all of the selections in the series.
( ) I would like to review only the items checked on the list.
( ) I have an existing series, and I would like to review only those items checked on the list.

ORDERS - Individual Titles
( ) I would like to buy the individual title(s) checked on the list. If I am buying more than one title, payment per title is enclosed. If I order two or more titles from a single series, the shipping and handling charges will be reduced by 50%.

I prefer cassettes ( ) I prefer CD’s ( )

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY __________________________ STATE __________ ZIP __________

I PREFER TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER (US ONLY)

CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION / / PHONE ( )

SIGNATURE

SOUNDS OF THE SEVENTIES

1970 (01) __ 1978: TAKE TWO (20*)
1971 (02) __ ROCK 'N SOUL '70S (21*)
1972 (03) __ '70S TOP 40'S (22*)
1976 (04) __ GUITAR POWER '70S (23)
1977 (05) __ FM ROCK (24*)
1973 (06) __ THE '70S GENERATION (25*)
1974 (07) __ FM ROCK II (26*)
1975 (08) __ DANCE FEVER (27*)
1979 (09) __ FM ROCK III (28*)
1978 (10) __ FM ROCK IV (29*)
1970: TAKE TWO (11) __ PUNK & NEW WAVE (30*)
1971: TAKE TWO (12) __ AM TOP TWENTY (31*)
1972: TAKE TWO (13*) __ AM POP CLASSICS (32*)
1973: TAKE TWO (14*) __ AM POP CLASSICS II (33*)
1974: TAKE TWO (15*) __ AM POP CLASSICS - THE LATE '70S (34*)
1975: TAKE TWO (16*) __ AM NUGGETS (35*)
1977: TAKE TWO (17*) __ MORE AM NUGGETS (36*)
1976: TAKE TWO (18*) __ AM HEAVY HITS (37*)
1979: TAKE TWO (19*) __ CELEBRATION (38*)

*Not available in Canada.

U.S. prices: $14.99 plus $2.99 S&H for each cassette or $16.99 plus $3.66 S&H for each CD; Canadian prices: $19.95 for each cassette or $21.95 for each CD, plus $4.00 S&H. Please add appropriate tax in Canada, CA, CO, IL, Washington DC, IN, MN, MO, NY, PA, TX, VA, and WA. Prices and number of titles are subject to change. When ordering, please indicate which version you prefer (cassettes or compact discs). Due to fluctuating inventory levels, all titles may not be available.